Abstract. The standard Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is a novel evolutionary algorithm in which each particle studies its own previous best solution and the group's previous best to optimize problems. One problem exists in PSO is its tendency of trapping into local optima. In this paper, a multiple swarms technique(FMSO) based on fast particle swarm optimization(FPSO) algorithm is proposed by bringing crossover operation. FPSO is a global search algorithm witch can prevent PSO from trapping into local optima by introducing Cauchy mutation. Though it can get high optimizing precision, the convergence rate is not satisfied, FMSO not only can find satisfied solutions ,but also speeds up the search. By proposing a new information exchanging and sharing mechanism among swarms. By comparing the results on a set of benchmark test functions, FMSO shows a competitive performance with the improved convergence speed and high optimizing precision.
Introduction
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was first introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [1, 2] . It is motivated from the social behavior of organisms, such as bird flocking and fish schooling. Particles "fly" through the search space by following the previous best positions of their neighbors and their own previous best positions. Each particle is represented by a position and a velocity which are updated as follows: (2) where X id ' and X id represent the current and the previous positions of idth particle, V id and V id ' are the previous and the current velocity of idth particle, P id and P gd are the individual's best position and the best position found in the whole swarm so far respectively.
is an inertia weight which determines how much the previous velocity is preserved, η 1 and η 2 are acceleration constants, rand() generates random number from interval [0, 1] .
In PSO, each particle shares the information with its neighbors. PSO combines the cognition component of each particle with the social component of all the particles in a group. Although the speed of convergence is very fast, Once PSO traps into local optimum, it is difficult to jump out of local optimum. Ratnaweera et.al. [3] state that lack of population diversity in PSO algorithms is understood to be a factor in their convergence on local optima. Therefore, the addition of a mutation operator to PSO should enhance its global search capacity and thus improve its performance. A first attempt to model particle swarms using the quantum model(QPSO) was carried out by Sun et.al. [4] . In a quantum model, particles are described by a wave function instead of the standard position and velocity. The quantum Delta potential well model and quantum harmonic oscillators are commonly used in particle physics to describe the stochastic nature of particles. In their studies [5] , the variable of gbest (the global best particle ) and mbest (the mean value of all particles' previous best position) is mutated with Cauchy distribution respectively, and the results show that QPSO with gbest and mbest mutation both performs better than PSO. The work of R. A. Krohling et.al. [6] [7] showed that how Gaussian and Cauchy probability distribution can improve the performance of the standard PSO. Recently, evolutionary programming with exponential mutation has also been proposed [8] .
In order to prevent PSO from falling in a local optimum, a fast PSO (FPSO) is proposed by introducing a Cauchy mutation operator in this paper. Besides the Cauchy mutation, FPSO chooses the natural selection strategy of evolutionary algorithms as the basic elimination strategy of particles. Although FPSO greatly overcomes the tendency of trapping into local optima of PSO, the convergence rate isn't satisfied. Like distributed genetic algorithm, multiple swarms idea is a very useful for speeding up the search. In this paper, a multiple swarms algorithm(FMSO) based on FPSO is proposed by introducing a crossover operation, the new information exchanging and sharing mechanism of FMSO make it converge fast on the global optimum.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the analysis of PSO, and the detail of FPSO. Section 3 gives a brief review of the multi-population technique and then describe FMSO explicitly. Section 4 describes the experiment setup and presents the experiment results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with a brief summary.
Cauchy mutation
From the mathematic theoretical analysis of the trajectory of a PSO particle [9] , the trajectory of a particle X id converges to a weighted mean of P id and P gd . Whenever the particle converges, it will "fly" to the personal best position and the global best particle's position. This information sharing mechanism makes PSO have a very fast speed of convergence. Meanwhile, because of this mechanism, PSO can't guarantee to find the global minimal value of a function. In fact, the particles usually converge to local optima. Without loss of generality, only function minimization is discussed here. Once the particles trap into a local optimum, in which P id can be assumed to be the same as P gd , all the particles converge on P gd . At this condition, the velocity update equation becomes:
When the iteration in the equation (3) goes to infinite, the velocity of the particle V id will be close to 0 because of 0≤ω<1. After that, the position of the particle X id will not change, so that PSO has no capability of jumping out of the local optimum. It is the reason that PSO often fails on finding the global minimal value.
To overcome the weakness of PSO discussed at the beginning of this section, the Cauchy mutation is incorporated into PSO algorithm. The basic idea is that, the velocity and position of a particle are updated not only according to (1) and (2), but also according to Cauchy mutation as follows:
where δ and δ id denote Cauchy random numbers Since the expectation of Cauchy distribution doesn't exist, the variance of Cauchy distribution is infinite so that Cauchy mutation could make a particle have a long jump. By adding the update equations of (4) and (5), FPSO greatly increases the probability of escaping from the local optimum.
Natural selection strategy
In the standard PSO, all particles are directly updated by their offspring no matter whether they are improved. If a particle moves to a better position, it can be replaced by the updated. However if it moves to a worse position, it is still replaced by its offspring. In fact, the most particles fly to worse positions for most cases, therefore the whole swarm will converge on local optima. Like evolutionary algorithms, FPSO introduces an evolutionary selection strategy in which each particle survives according to a natural selection rule. Therefore, the particle's position at the next step is not only due to the position update but also the evolutionary selection. Such strategy could greatly reduce the probability of trapping into local optimum.
The evolutionary selection strategy is carried out as follows. Assume the size of the swarm is m, pair-wise comparison over the union of parents and offspring (1,2,…2m) is made. For each particle, q opponents are randomly chosen from all parents and offspring with equal probability. If the fitness of particle i is less then its opponent , it will receive a "win". Then select m particles that have the more winnings to be the next generation.
The major steps of FPSO are as follows: Step1: Generate the initial particles by randomly generating the position and velocity for each particle. Step2: Evaluate each particle's fitness. Step3: For each particle, if its fitness is smaller than its previous best(P id ), update P id . Step4: For each particle, if its fitness is smaller than the best one (P gd ) of all particles, update P gd . Step5: For each particle ,do 1).Generate a new particle t according to the formula (1) and (2).
2).Generate a new particle t ' according to the formula (4) and (5). 3) Compare t with t ' ,chose the one with smaller fitness to be the offspring. Step6: Generate next generation according to the above evolutionary selection strategy. Step7: if the stop criterion is satisfied, then stop, else goto Step 3.
Multiple swarms optimization technique
In order to escape from the local optima and avoid premature convergence, the search for global optimum should be diverse. Many researchers have improved the performance of the PSO by enhancing its ability with a more diverse search. Specifically, some have introduced using multiple swarms, and then exchange information among them. The fast converging behavior of the PSO makes this issue so critical for multimodal problems. Al-Kazemi and Mohan [10] divided the population into two sets to achieve a more diverse, one set moving to the gbest while another moving in opposite direction. After some generations, if the gbest would not improve, the particles would switch their group. Two cooperating swarms was used by Baskar and Suganthan [11] to search concurrently for a solution along with sharing the gbest information of two swarms. The two swarms track the gbest if it improves. Each swarm using different update equation: One uses the standard PSO while the other uses the Fitness-to-Distance ratio PSO [12] . Their approach improved the performance in solving single objective optimization problems. Then an improved algorithm was proposed by El-Abd and Kamel [13] through adding a twoway flow of information between two swarms. After running a fixed generations, if the best p particles improve, then they willl replace the worst p particles in the other swarm. This guarantees exchanging new information from the other swarm's experience for the two swarms.
In this study, A new learning mechanism is introduced among swarms. At each iteration, the particles not only update themselves according to the best particle of their own swarm, but also learn information from the best particle of other swarms. The information sharing and learning mechanism make swarm extend their search space and speedup the convergence speed. The information sharing and learning mechanism that we call it crossover operation is described as follows: Step1: for each particle of swarm k, randomly select a best particle p' from a random swarm. Strp2: for each dimension i of particle p's position px[i] and velocity pv [i] , if rand()<q c , crossover particle p with p' as follows:
pv[i]=rand()*(p'x[i]-px[i]).
Step3: if all particles of swarm k are updated, end the operator, else go to Step 1. where q c is crossover rate , α is a random number of (0,1).
Experiments and Results
Eight benchmark functions (f 1 -f 8 ) are used in this paper. Table 1 gives the details of these functions. Algorithm parameters are as follows for all experiments: acceleration constants of η 1 and η 2 are both set to be 1.496180, and inertia weight ω=0.729844 as suggested by den Bergh [14] , crossover rate q c is 0.8, running time is 50. In order to be the same number of function evaluations to PSO, a particle will be evaluated two times each generation in FPSO and FMSO. The other parameters are given in the following experiments. Two groups of experiments are carried out in this section. Firstly, FMSO is compared with standard PSO and FPSO to show the performance of FMSO algorithm on 10 problems. In the experiments, the number of population is 60 , the tournament size (q=10) is chosen for FPSO. 3 swarms are used in FMSO, swarm size is 20, the tournament size (q=5) is chosen and crossover rate q c is 0.6 for FMSO. The other parameters are the same as the above. Fig 1 shows the 3 and,f 7 , the global optima of them are fond for each run over 50 runs. From the comparison results, we can know that Cauchy mutation is helpful for some problems, and the multiple swarms technique works for all test problems. It indicates that FMSO not only speeds up the search, but also improves the optimizing precision. Table 2 shows the value of m and n. All the other parameters are the same as above. By viewing the comparison results of Table 4 , the more number swarms is better for function f 4 and f 6 ,however , it isn't the case for function f 1 and f 8. That is to say, although multiple swarms can speed up the convergence rate, not the more the better. it is hard to find a optimal swarm size and number of swarms for general problems. Actually, the optimal swarm size and swarm numbers depend on the distributions of optimal solutions and number of optimal solutions. For functions with a few optimum, small number of swarms might be enough. However, for functions with a lot of optimum, large swarms might be needed. Table 2 The value of swarms(m) and swarm size(n),q is the tournament size Fig1.
Comparison of the process of the mean fitness of the best particle between FMSO, FPSO and PSO for 50 runs, the vertical axis is the function value and the horizontal axis is the number of evaluations. 
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Conclusions
By analyzing the advantage and disadvantage of the standard PSO, FPSO based on Cauchy mutation and evolutionary selection strategy is proposed in this paper. Although FPSO greatly overcomes the tendency of trapping into local optima of PSO, the convergence rate isn't satisfied, so a multiple swarms algorithm(FMSO) based on FPSO is proposed by introducing a crossover operation, FMSO is tested on 8 benchmark functions. From the experimental results of these functions, it can be seen that the FMSO performed much better than PSO and FPSO on the selected problems.
Only functions with the dimension less than 30 were tested in this paper. Further research will focus on testing the performance of FMSO on higher dimensional problems in order to find whether FMSO would scale up well for the large function optimization problems. 
